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DEVELOPMENT OF PLAN AND KEY UPDATES 

 

1. This revised HP Plan for Orienteering New Zealand follows the original 2015 HP 
Plan and the revision of that plan in 2018. 
 

2. A draft of the revised plan was circulated to a selection of HP coaches (including 
members of the ONZ Coaching Workgroup), national selectors at both senior and 
junior level, and senior HP athletes. Elements of the received feedback are reflected 
in the plan. 

 
3. New HP Goals for 2021-25 are given. These cover 3 areas Performance, 

Development and Funding. 
 

4. Performance goals are divided into separate goals for forest and sprint orienteering 
and include a targeted plan for continued international success in sprint 
orienteering. 

 
5. Development goals include the replacement of national squads with designated HP 

athletes at 3 levels. The third level is specifically related to development of athletes, 
including juniors, currently below HP level and is related to the introduction of 
regional development co-ordinators and regional training groups. 
 

6. The national/international event hierarchy is re-confirmed and related to coaching 
levels. More specific details are included for the relationship of HP levels to the 
National Coaching Framework. 

 

7. Qualification criteria for Designated Athlete status are revised and expanded to 
include Development athletes. 

 
8. The target sprint campaign Scotland 2024 is described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The original High Performance (HP) Plan for Orienteering New Zealand (ONZ) was 

published in 2015 to cover the period 2015-2019. A revision was published in 2018 

building on experience gained over the previous three years. Since 2018 there have been 

two significant occurrences which mean that a revised plan is now appropriate.  

 

Firstly, the World Orienteering Championships (WOC) have now split into separate sprint 

and forest events taking place in alternate years. Thus, a sprint WOC involving an 

individual sprint, a new format of an individual knock-out sprint, and a sprint relay will 

take place in even numbered years. A forest WOC involving middle, long distance and 

relay races will be held in odd numbered years. The introduction from 2022 of the knock-

out sprint into the sprint championships is also a significant factor which should enhance 

the status of a solely sprint WOC.  

 

The second development has been the loss of international competition for New Zealand-

based athletes over the last 2 years due to the Covid pandemic. The lack of opportunity 

to compete at Junior World Championships (JWOC), WOC and the World Cup (WC) has 

resulted in an overall general decline in world ranking (WR) for New Zealand athletes and, 

to a certain degree, led to a drop in motivation. 

 

Assuming that 2022 will allow a return to international competition, the International 

Orienteering Federation (IOF) programme for the period 2022-2024 presents several 

opportunities for New Zealand to achieve high-level results. However, it seems sensible 

to consider pragmatically where such results are most likely to occur. New Zealand 

success in the forest disciplines, although there have been several notable performances 

over the last 10 years, are likely to continue to be restricted to exceptional individuals 

who, in general, have moved to Europe and gained sufficient experience in the vast 

variety of terrains which are encountered. Living and training in New Zealand for the 

forest formats is very much restricted to a single terrain type (sand-dunes) which is only 

encountered infrequently elsewhere in the world. For this reason, it is very difficult to 

achieve forest format success while remaining based in New Zealand. In contrast the 

nature of sprint orienteering, being in urban environments, has no such limitation and it 

is in the sprint formats that future and present success has been and is likely to be largely 

concentrated. For these reasons it now seems appropriate to structure the ONZ HP plan 

to provide separate goals and pathways for sprint and forest orienteering. 

Notwithstanding any differences in these, the overall aim of the HP programme is the 

continued development of orienteering talent in both formats so that New Zealand can 

compete successfully on the international stage. 
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2. ONZ HIGH PEFORMANCE GOALS 2022-25  

The period of 2022-25 is specified as this covers two cycles of the World Orienteering 

Championships for both forest (2023, 2025) and sprint (2022, 2024) formats. The original 

HP goals for orienteering in New Zealand, as espoused in the 2015 HP Plan, and 

maintained through the 2018 revision are listed in Appendix 1 with notes, as added in 

2018, as to whether each has been achieved or not.  

Goals for High Performance for 2021-25 are as follows. Notes on each of the goals are 

included beneath. 

 

Performance Goals  

 Goal 1 Forest orienteering  

(1) NZL should remain established in Group 2 for long distance WOC qualification for both   

men and women. 

(2) for both men and women NZL will achieve either top 10 finishes at WOC in the middle  

distance or top 20 finishes in the long distance. 

 (3) NZL will achieve top 10 finishes for both men and women in the relay. 

 (1) Although the divisional (group) approach to WOC now only impacts on the long-distance 

race at forest WOC, it remains important that NZL continues to have at least 2 men and 2 

women in this event. In the long term this is important to maintain opportunities for emerging 

athletes.  

 (2) This represents a weakening of the original goal from 2015/2018 and recognizes the 

difficulty in producing top results at forest WOC while the majority of NZL elite orienteers are 

domestically based. Top 20 finishes in both middle and long have previously been achieved. 

 (3) Achieving this goal will remain dependent on availability and the consequent ability to form 

strong teams. 

 

 Goal 2 Sprint orienteering   

(1) A designated campaign targeting WOC2024 will be instituted to develop continued  

international success in sprint orienteering.  

 (2) for both men and women NZL will achieve top 10 finishes in the individual sprint with   

at least one podium (top 6) place. 

 (3) for both men and women NZL will have at least one athlete in the KO sprint semi-finals. 

 (4) NZL will achieve a podium finish in the  

      sprint relay. 

 Details of the proposed “Scotland 2024”  

 campaign is given in Appendix 2. 
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 Development Goals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goal 3 National Leagues 

(1) National Orienteering Leagues will continue to be run. These will, as far as possible,  

use already scheduled events (e.g. NZL Orienteering Championships, Queens Birthday 

Weekend) and be held in the period January-June to provide a lead-in to the 

international season. 

(2) from 2022 there will be a separation into separate sprint (National Sprint League –  

NSL) and forest (National Orienteering League – NOL). 

The introduction of a NSL is part of the proposed plan to target sprint orienteering for future 

international success.  

 

Goal 4 Designated HP athletes 

From 2022 a system will be initiated whereby athletes are designated as either (1) 

Senior HP, (2) Junior HP or (3) HP Development. Designation will be based on specified 

criteria related to performance at high-level international and domestic events and/or 

selection for representative teams.  

This designation of HP athletes will replace the existing National Squads (both senior 

and under-23) and is intended to provide recognition for achievement and to clearly 

specify criteria that need to be met to be consider part of the High-Performance 

programme. Training camps will remain open to non-designated athletes. 

 

Goal 5 Development events 

(1) NZL will continue to field a full team at the Junior World orienteering Championships  

(JWOC) each year with appropriate support personnel; team selection should continue 

to be based on the expectation that athletes have the ability to finish in the top half of 

the field. 
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(2) Where appropriate NZL will have teams at other major events which form part of. 

(3) Developing experience in international orienteering; these include, but are not 

limited to, the European Youth Orienteering Championships (EYOC), World University 

Orienteering Championships (WUOC), World Schools Orienteering Championships 

(WSOC). 

(4) Annual NZL Pinestars v AUS Bushrangers Test matches at both senior and junior levels  

will continue to be used to introduce athletes to focussed international competition. 

 

(5) NZL will continue to compete in the Southern Cross Challenge at the Australian Schools  

Championships; selected teams will focus on development rather than expected 

performance. 

(1) Experience at JWOC remains an important part of development and preparation for   

high-level international competition at elite level. However, selection for JWOC cannot be 

simply through progression through junior orienteering and must remain performance 

based. It is not deemed appropriate to set defined performance goals but there should be 

some expectation of an acceptable level of performance. 

       (2),(3) It is important that ONZ should support additional opportunities for overseas     

       experience through representation at other major events that provide development   

       opportunity. 

(3) The Southern Cross Challenge continues to present the first opportunity for overseas  

experience for many school-age athletes. As such it is an important stepping-stone in   

development. It should be noted that this is a competition against Australian states and not   

a full international competition, as such teams are not full NZL representative teams.  
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Goal 6 Regional development co-ordinators and groups, senior and junior development 

(1) From 2022 regional development co-ordinators will be appointed who will be 

responsible for organization of regional training activities and coaching for athletes 

aspiring to HP level. 

(2) The organization of schools orienteering will be brought into close alignment with  

regional training groups to encourage wider participation in national events by senior 

school students.  

(1) This was an aspect of the original HP Plan in 2015 which never eventuated. This was  

largely due to a lack of volunteers to take on these (significant) roles. It is believed that 

as there is now a larger pool of coaches, identified through the National Coaching 

Framework, and with the expansion of schools orienteering, with several schools having 

experienced orienteers as coaches, it is now the appropriate time to re-establish this 

goal.  

(2) Schools orienteering has previously fallen outside the wider orienteering programme.  

This has meant that only a minority of promising school-age athletes actually compete 

in major ONZ events, and it has become apparent that this is represents a major missed 

opportunity for development. 

 

Funding goals 

Goal 7  ONZ will seek external funding to aid in the progression of Goals 1-6. 

There has been significant success in obtaining community grants to support training 

camps. However, the re-structuring of funding mechanisms for High Performance Sport 

New Zealand has opened-up the possibility of more significant funding by obtaining 

“Aspirational Sport” designation for orienteering. A targeted campaign in  sprint 

orienteering focussed on success at Sprint WOC 2024 is the most likely vehicle for such 

funding. 

 

 

3. Event hierarchy  

To consider how athletes need to develop from new juniors to JWOC and through to 

successful competition at senior international level it is pertinent to consider the 

hierarchy of orienteering events. Such a hierarchy considered as shown in the original 

2015 HP Plan (reproduced below with some amendments) remains applicable and 

represents the pathway and stages from beginner to elite orienteer. Also shown are the 

appropriate avenues for training and coaching at each level. The aim of this is to provide  

a clear indication of the stages of progress that an incoming, or indeed, any, athlete needs 

to make on the journey from new junior to senior international level. Note however, that 

this hierarchy does not emphasise the large step between success at domestic/Oceania 

level and being competitive at JWOC and WOC. This is particularly true of the step to 

JWOC.  
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Figure 1: Event hierarchy and training/coaching avenues. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

At the base of the hierarchy are club events – the first introduction to orienteering for 

most juniors. With appropriate coaching and help at club level, the next stage is 

successful competition in local Orienteer of the Year (OY) events and in local regional 

school competitions. At this stage incorporation into and coaching through regional 

squads should supplement training/coaching through clubs. This should then lead a 

junior through to competition at regional (e.g. Northern, Central, Southern) 

championships and at the National Secondary Schools Championships. The best will also 

at this stage have the opportunity for the first taste of international competition 

through the Australian Schools Championships (Southern Cross Challenge), and will also 

be competing successfully at NZ, and possibly Australian and Oceania M/W18 level, as 

well as seeking selection for JWOC. These levels move the hierarchy on to international 

events where the best athletes will have been designated Junior HP athletes, and from 

this, hopefully to designated HP athletes. For these the focus is very firmly on the top 

international events. These include not only WOC and World Cup, but also the World 

Games (given a lower priority as it is only every 4 years and New Zealand representation 

is not assured), and other major northern hemisphere international events. The World 

University Orienteering Championships (WUOC) also falls into this category and is a 

highly relevant step between JWOC and WOC/World Cup representation.  
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4.  Designated HP Athlete status 

The original HP Plan envisaged three levels of squads with regional squads beneath a 

National Senior Squad and National Under 23 squad. The two National Squads have 

functioned effectively for the last 6 years, however, as indicated above in the Note to Goal 

6, regional squads have not been successfully established primarily due to the lack of 

volunteers prepared to take on co-ordination roles. Despite the success of the National 

Squads, and in particular the Under 23 squad in bringing talented juniors through elite 

level, with the onset of Covid-19 and the loss of two years of international competition 

the Squad system has lost much of its focus. The system will therefore be replaced by one 

in which high performing athletes are identified and designated in one of three 

categories. These categories will be (1) Senior HP, (2) Junior HP and (3) HP Development. 

The first two categories essentially replace the National Senior and Under 23 Squads. 

Category 3 seeks to both identify potential HP Juniors who currently sit below these levels 

and can be offered specialist coaching and training through both HP camps and regional 

squads, and those senior athletes who have not yet satisfied, but aspire to, the Senior HP 

criteria. The criteria for designation are listed below. The Senior HP Category will be split 

into forest and sprint designations. 

 

Senior HP 

Sprint  

To have satisfied at least one of the following criteria: 

1. In the last three1 years to have had three finishes in named international races2 that   

meet the following criteria:  

Men – to finish within 10% of the average time of the first 3 place getters in   
sprint races.   

        Women – to finish within 15% of the average time of the first 3 place getters in  
sprint races.  

2. In the last 2 WOC cycles to have been selected for the World Orienteering  

Championships in sprint formats. 

3. In the last two years (or Oceania cycles) to have 2 finishes in the top 5 in sprint races    

In elite grade out of the New Zealand Orienteering Championships, the Australian 

Orienteering Championships, and the Oceania Orienteering Championships. 

 

Forest  

To have satisfied at least one of the following criteria: 

1. In the last three1 years to have had three finishes in named international races2 that  

meet the following `criteria:  

Men – to finish within 20% of the average time of the first 3 place getters in forest  

races.   

       Women – to finish within 25% of the average time of the first 3 place getters in  

   forest races. 
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2. In the last 2 WOC cycles to have been selected for the World Orienteering  

Championships in forest formats. 

3. In the last two years (or Oceania cycles) to have 3 finishes in the top 5 in middle/long  

distance elite grade out of the New Zealand Orienteering Championships, the 

Australian Orienteering Championships, the Oceania Orienteering Championships. 

1 While Covid-19 prevents widespread NZL representation at WOC/World Cup this time     

   period covers 2017-2021. 

            2 Designated races are:  

   (a) WOC and WC Sprint Distance Qualifying and Final races.  

   (b) WOC Middle Distance Qualifying and Final races, WOC Long Distance Finals.  

   (c) WC Middle and Long-Distance races.  

   (d) World Games Sprint and Middle-Distance races. 

   (e) Elite grades at O-Ringen or Swiss O Week.  

   (f) Podium finish at JWOC. 

 

Athletes qualifying to criterion 1 will be eligible for additional funding at World Cup 

events.  

 

Junior HP (<23) 

 To have satisfied at least one of the following criteria: 

1. In the last 2 years1 to have been selected for the Junior World Orienteering  

   Championships. 

2. In the last 2 years (or Oceania cycles) to have a combination of 3 finishes in M/W20E 

in:  

  (a) in the top 3 in the New Zealand Orienteering Championships,  

  (b)  in the top 5 in the Australian Orienteering Championships,  

  (c) in the top 5 in the Oceania Orienteering Championships. 

  3.    Be a minimum age of 18 at some point during the year following squad selection. 
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HP Development - Junior  

 To have satisfied at least one of the following criteria. 

1. In the last 2 years to have been selected in the New Zealand Schools Senior team for  

the Southern Cross Challenge. 

2. In the last 2 years to have a combination of 3 finishes in the top 5 in either M/W18,  

M/W20 or Senior Boys/Girls out of the New Zealand Orienteering Championships 

and the New Zealand Secondary School Orienteering Championships.  

 3. Be a member of Orienteering New Zealand. 

 

HP Development – Senior 

Designation to be based on a general assessment of performance at both international 

and major national events. 

A list of designated athletes in each category as at 30 September 2021 is given in 

Appendix 3. From 2022 designation in all three categories will be reviewed by the end of 

November each year.  

 

WOC, JWOC and WUOC Selection Criteria 

As the major international events for which New Zealand has specifically selected teams it 

is important that WOC, JWOC and WUOC have robust selection criteria which take into 

account not only fitness and technical ability but also expected performance outcomes. 

Note that designation as a HP athlete is not a pre-requisite for selection for these events. 

 

Selection for WOC will be based on the results of named trials, specified international 

events, and previous performance (if applicable) at WOC/World Cup level.  

It is expected that: 

1. for sprint selection, athletes will have the technical ability and level of fitness to 

qualify for a sprint final. 

2. for forest selection, athletes will have the technical ability and level of fitness to finish 

in at least the top 75% of the field, but preferably the top 50%. 

 

Selection for JWOC will be based on the results of named trials and previous 

performance (if applicable) at JWOC level.  

It is expected that athletes will have the technical ability and level of fitness to finish in 

the top 50% of the field in at least one of the three individual races. 
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Selection for WUOC will be based on the results of named trials and previous form at 

both international (if applicable) and national level.  

It is expected that athletes will have the technical ability and level of fitness to finish in 

at least the top 50% in at least one of the three individual races. 

 

 

5.  Coaching, Training and Management for HP 

High Performance camps (open to the then Senior and Under 23 Squads) have been 

successfully run since 2016. A list of these is given in Appendix 4. The National Under 23 

Camp, run each year in December, has been instrumental in developing several promising 

juniors through to domestic success at elite level. However, with the notable exception 

of Under 23 Camp, difficulties with both financing camps and finding suitable time 

windows that allow a sizeable number of athletes to attend are major limiting factors in 

running camps. Nevertheless, there have been notable contributions in organization of 

local training camps and weekends by several individuals and clubs. The re-institution of 

regional training groups, utilizing the abilities of these, and other, individuals, led by the 

National Training Co-ordinator, should significantly improve this situation. The 

introduction of a National Sprint League in association with the Scotland 2024 campaign 

will also allow targeted sprint training weekends.  In association with this the 

identification and appointment of separate National Coaches for forest and sprint 

orienteering should be considered. 

Coaching through the different levels of orienteering is specified under the National 

Coaching Framework (https://www.orienteering.org.nz/coaching-framework/) which 

divides coaching into 4 different levels. Of these Level 3 (Advanced Coach) and Level 4 

(Elite Coach) are applicable to coaching at HP and HP Development level.  Specific HP 

coaching (both Senior and Junior HP) falls under Level 4, whilst HP Development may 

utilize Level 3 or 4 coaches. The relationship between major events, designated athletes 

and the National Coaching Framework is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Relationships between major events, athlete designation and coaching framework. 

Communication of issues relevant to High Performance continues through 2 principal 

channels. The monthly High Performance News, published on the ONZ web site, covering 

both national and international issues has now reached issue number 81. More direct 

WOC, World Cup, 
WUOC 

JWOC, WUOC 

JWOC + 

Level 4 Senior HP 

Junior HP 

HP Development 

Level 4 

Levels 3/4 

Major Events Designated 
Athletes 

Coaching 
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https://www.orienteering.org.nz/coaching-framework/
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communication with, and discussion between, elite and junior elite athletes is through a 

closed Facebook Group (ONZ Hipos). Since the middle of 2021 there have also been, and 

continue to be, a series of joint Zoom meetings/discussions between the New Zealand 

and Australian HP communities. 

To further improve communication between ONZ and HP athletes it is also proposed that 

ONZ will establish an Athlete's Commission similar to the IOF model where athletes are 

appointed by their peers.  This commission will allow for increased consultation and 

feedback around High Performance. 

 

 

6.  Event structure for HP 

It remains imperative that HP orienteering has both a strong domestic competition and 

maximizes the opportunity to interact with our Australian counterparts. Domestically, the 

National Orienteering League was re-launched in 2015 at both senior and junior levels 

and, although in 2020-21 Covid-19 had been disruptive, the programme has remained 

relatively stable from year to year. The proposed National Sprint League to run from 2022 

addresses the issue raised in the 2015 HP Plan of, firstly the introduction of a sprint relay 

into WOC (JWOC from 2023) and, now, the split of WOC into separate forest and sprint 

competitions. 

The annual Test Matches between the New Zealand Pinestars and Australian Bushrangers 

at both Senior (21) and Junior (<20) levels have provided the international aspect within 

Oceania and will resume post-Covid. The Junior HP and Junior HP Development 

designated athletes continue to have similar exposure through competition in the 

Australian Schools Championships. This should remain a focus for the top school athletes.  

 

 

7. Funding for HP 

As indicated above funding remains a difficult issue for HP orienteering. The cost of 

overseas travel and, to a certain extent, work/study commitments means that to date 

few athletes have routinely been available for selection for WOC every year. Typically, a 

New Zealand based athlete will have to spend upwards of $4000 simply to attend WOC. 

This means that many athletes only make themselves available when in a given year they 

have the finances and time to commit to extended in stay in Europe rather than simply 

travelling for WOC. This situation may be alleviated slightly as the split of WOC into 

separate forest and sprint competitions in alternate years leads to a degree of 

specialization which has not, up until now, occurred. Even so, external funding is essential 

to maintaining and building on the progress that has been made to date. 
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Appendix 1: ONZ HP Goals for 2015-19 

 

The goals listed below are those espoused in the 2015 HP Plan. The comments on the achievement or otherwise of 

these goals are those made in the 2018 revision of the HP Plan.  

 

World Orienteering Championship (WOC) Goals  

Goal 1  By the end of 2019 New Zealand should be firmly established in Group 2 for WOC qualification for both men 

and women. 

 This goal was achieved in 2016 and has been maintained since then. However, in 2019 the change in format 

for WOC, to alternating forest and sprint championships, means that group qualification will only continue 

to apply to the long-distance race at forest WOC. 

Goal 2  By the end of 2019 New Zealand will have achieved top 10 finishes at WOC for both men and women in the 

sprint and in either middle or long distance. In the same period there will have been at least 1 podium finish. 

 This goal has been achieved in the sprint distance (Tim Robertson 2018, Lizzie Ingham 2011). Top 20 finishes 

in the women’s long and middle distances have been achieved but a top 10 finish has remained elusive. The 

potential to achieve these ambitious targets is hindered by the non-availability of key individuals from year 

to year. 

Goal 3   By the end of 2019 New Zealand will have achieved top 10 finishes at WOC for both men and women in the 

relay, and in the sprint relay.  

 This goal has not yet been achieved in any relay, and, as above, will remain dependent on availability and 

the consequent ability to form strong teams. 

Development pathway goals 

Goal 4  By 2016 at the latest, a robust National Squad system will be in place which provides a clear pathway from 

school to junior to international elite level and provides appropriate coaching and training at each level. 

Goal 5 The SuperSeries will be reintroduced for both senior and junior levels to provide a competitive focus in the 

period February-June which leads into the major international events of WOC and JWOC. 

Goal 6 To provide experience of international competition at all levels of the squad system regular completion with 

Australia at schools level will be maintained, and in the case of Pinestars v Bushrangers test matches at both 

senior and junior level will be established on a regular basis. 

These three pathway goals in the initial HP 2015-19 have been achieved.  Refinements to these are now in 

process including the redefining of membership criteria for the National Squad and renaming the 

SuperSeries the National Orienteering League from 2019. 

Funding goals 

Goal 7  By 2016 funding mechanisms, both internal and external to ONZ, will be developed so that HP athletes at 

all levels are provide with suitable support that can help them to achieve their and ONZ goals. 

 This goal remains problematic and impacts on the achievability of many of the preceding goals. There has 

been considerable success in obtaining community grants to support training camps, and WOC costs have 

been kept relatively low for the last few years. However, funding still remains very much hand-to-mouth.  
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Appendix 2: Scotland 2024 campaign 
 

The World Orienteering Championships (WOC) has now split into separate sprint and forest events taking place in 

alternate years. Thus, a sprint WOC involving an individual sprint, a new format of an individual knock-out sprint, 

and a sprint relay will take place in even numbered years, a forest WOC involving middle, long distance and relay 

races will be held in odd numbered years. The first sprint only WOC should have taken place in Denmark in 2020, 

but due to Covid has been delayed until 2022. The Covid induced pause in widespread New Zealand involvement at 

international level has allowed a re-assessment of HP goals in terms of the most appropriate avenue to sustained 

success at world level. The nature of sprint orienteering, being in urban environments, is such that it is here that 

future success has been identified to be largely concentrated. It is appropriate therefore to instigate a targeted 

campaign for sprint orienteering to facilitate this. 

 

New Zealand has achieved notable results in sprint orienteering over the last 10 years. These have included medals 

at WOC (2), Junior World Championships (JWOC) (4), and World Cup level (1). The new format of a knock-out sprint, 

which will make its first appearance at sprint WOC in 2022, will provide added impetus for athletes to specialise in 

sprint orienteering and, being a new format is one which is likely to be much more open as athletes globally become 

accustomed to it. New Zealand is an excellent position to further enhance its achievements in sprint orienteering as, 

as well as a number of experienced and established athletes with international experience, we currently have a 

significant number of promising juniors and younger elites with the requisite speed and technical ability to make a 

mark at international level. 

 

The proposed campaign is therefore intended to produce the following outcomes: 

(1) establishment in 2022 of a National Sprint League to provide more regular intense high-level domestic 

competition. 

(2) organization of 3 or 4 national sprint training camps to provide training and coaching in specialized sprint 

techniques. 

(3) continuing development of junior and younger elite level athletes including introduction to top level international 

competition through attendance at targeted events. 

(4) podium (top 6) finishes in an individual sprint/knock-out sprint and sprint relay at WOC 2024 in Scotland, and 

sustained success at pinnacle sprint events thereafter. 

 

The National Sprint League (NSL) will run from January to May and consist of 4 rounds at various venues around the 

country. Financial support will be sought to help athletes (especially junior athletes) attend as many rounds as 

possible. Races will include individual sprints, KO sprints and sprint relays. The timing of the NL is intended to provide 

preparation for the international season during which specific events will be targeted in the build up to WOC2024 in 

Scotland. 

The IOF calendar of major events for the period 2022 to 2024 is listed below. The key events involving sprint formats 

are shown in red. 

Date   Event     Location   Formats* 

2022 

10-14 January  Oceania Championships   New Zealand  KO, S, M, L, R 

25-29 May  World Cup Round 1   Sweden   KO, S, SR 

26-30 June  WOC     Denmark  KO, S, SR 

7-17 July   World Games^    USA   S, SR, M 

11-16 July  JWOC     Portugal   S, M, L, R 

3-8 August  World Cup Round 2   Estonia   M, L, R 

16-21 August  World University Championships  Switzerland  S, SR, M, L, R 

1-3 October  World Cup Round 3   Switzerland  M, L, R 

2023 
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27-30 April  World Cup Round 1   Norway   M, L, R  

2-9 July   JWOC     Romania  S, SR, M, L, R 

11-16 July  WOC     Switzerland  M, L, R  

2-5 August  World Cup Round 2   Czech Republic  S, SR, M, L
  

3-7 October  World Cup Round 3   Italy   KO, S, SR
  

 

2024 

June$   World Cup Round 1   TBA   KO, S, SR 

12-16 July  WOC     Scotland   KO, S, SR 
 

* KO – knock-out sprint; S – individual sprint; SR – sprint relay; M – middle distance; L – long distance; R – relay 

^ Dependent on choice of Oceania representative, to be decided at Oceania Championships 
$ Dates and venue to be confirmed 

Of these events it is envisaged that in 2022 as strong a New Zealand team as possible, but also including juniors 

identified for introduction to international elite level orienteering, will attend World Cup Round 1 and then WOC. 

Eligible identified athletes will be encouraged to attend the World University Championships. In the first half of 2023 

the NSL will be emphasised as there are no major international sprint events in this period. However, 2023 sees the 

introduction of a sprint relay into JWOC and this event will form a secondary target event for identified athletes in 

the appropriate age range. World Cup Round 3 (European Championships) in 2023 and World Cup Round 1 in 2024 

will be major target events in the lead-up to WOC 2024. 
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Appendix 3: Designated HP Athletes 

 

Senior HP (* indicates designation under Criterion 1) 

Men-Sprint  Men-Forest   Women-Sprint  Women-Forest 

Cameron de L’isle Gene Beveridge    Lizzie Ingham*  Renee Beveridge 

Tommy Hayes  Cameron de L’Isle   Laura Robertson* Lizzie Ingham* 

Joseph Lynch  Nick Hann   Imogene Scott  Greta Knarston 

Matt Ogden  Tommy Hayes      Lara Molloy 

Tim Robertson*  Joseph Lynch      Kate Morrison 

Toby Scott  Duncan Morrison      Laura Robertson 

   Matt Ogden      Imogene Scott 

   Tom Reynolds 

   Tim Robertson* 

   Toby Scott 

Junior HP  

Men       Women 

Cameron Bonar      Tessa Burns 

Zefa Fa’avae      Juliet Frater  

Ronan Lee      Emily Hayes 

Ryan Moore      Kaia Joergensen 

Fergus O’Neill      Penelope Salmon 

Aryton Shadbolt      Briana Steven 

Liam Stolberger      Jess Sewell 

Will Tidswell      Zara Stewart 

HP Development 

Men       Women 

Nathan Borton      Alice Egan 

Riley Croxford      Rebecca Greenwood 

Oliver Edwards      Molly McGowan 

Oliver Egan       Amelia Horne  

Felix Hunt      Jula McMillan 

Alex Jobbins      Hannah Mangnall 

James McGuire      Lucy Ross 

Daniel Monckton      Jenna Tidswell 

Jonty Oram      Sofia Toes 

Dougal Shepherd      Isabella Zinzan 

Daniel Wood    

Kieran Woods 
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Appendix 4: Major Training Camps 2016-2021 

 

Date  Venue     Type 

Jan 2016  Feilding     Central Region Camp 

April 2016 Wellington, Masterton   Senior/Junior HP  

Jan2017  Horowhenua    Central Region Camp 

Feb 2017 Alexandra, Wanaka   Senior/Junior HP 

Dec 2017 Palmerston North   Under 23 HP  

Jan 2018  Masterton    Central Region Camp 

Dec 2018 Masterton    Under 23 HP 

Jan 2019  Palmerston North   Central Region Camp 

Mar 2019 Rotorua     Senior/Junior HP 

Dec 2019 Pukekohe    Under 23 HP 

Jan 2020  New Plymouth    HP Sprint 

Dec 2020 Nelson     Under 23 HP 

Feb 2021 Horowhenua    Senior/Junior HP 

Mar 2021 Canterbury    CUOC Camp 
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Appendix 5: Major New Zealand International results 2015-2021 

 

Oceania Championships (top 3 results since 2015) 

2015 Sprint  Laura Robertson    2 

 Sprint  Tim Robertson    2 

 Middle  Lizzie Ingham    1 

 Middle   Matt Ogden    1 

 Middle  Nick Hann    2 

 Long  Lizzie Ingham    2 

 Long  Nick Hann    2 

2017 Sprint  Ross Morrison    1 

 Sprint  Cameron Tier    2 

 Sprint  Imogene Scott    1 

2019 Sprint  Lizzie Ingham    2 

 Sprint  Gene Beveridge    2 

 Middle  Lizzie Ingham    1 

 Long  Lizzie Ingham     1 

 

Junior World Championships (top 20 results since 2015) 

2015 Sprint  Tim Robertson    1 

 Long  Shamus Morrison    9 

 Long  Tim Robertson    10 

2016 Sprint  Tommy Hayes    8 

 Middle  Shamus Morrison    9 

2017 Sprint  Tommy Hayes    2 

2018 Sprint   Joseph Lynch    15 

 

World Championships (top 20 results since 2015) 

2015 Sprint  Tim Robertson    20 

 Middle   Lizzie Ingham    19 

2016 Sprint   Tim Robertson    13 

2018 Sprint  Tim Robertson    2 

2021 Sprint  Tim Robertson    3 

 

World Cup (top 20 results since 2015) 

2015 Sprint (WC1) Laura Robertson    18 

 Sprint (WC1) Lizzie Ingham    20 

 Middle (WC1) Laura Robertson    17 

 Middle (WC1) Lizzie Ingham    12 

 Middle (WC1) Matt Ogden    13 

 Middle (WC1) Nick Hann    20 

 Long (WC1) Lizzie Ingham    13 
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 Middle (WC4) Lizzie Ingham    17 

 Middle (WC4) Lizzie Ingham    12 

2016 Sprint (WC1) Tim Robertson    5 

 Sprint (WC4) Tim Robertson    4 

2017 Sprint (WC1) Tim Robertson    8 

 Sprint (WC4) Tim Robertson    8 

2018 Sprint (WC1) Tim Robertson    18 

 Sprint (WC4) Tim Robertson    8 

 KO S (WC4) Lizzie Ingham    QF 

 KO S (WC4) Tim Robertson    QF  

 Middle (WC4) Tim Robertson    20 

2019 Sprint (WC4) Tim Robertson    13 

2021 KO S (WC1) Tim Robertson    QF 

 Sprint (WC1) Tim Robertson    13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


